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Adjustability Understood
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We believe that modularity is crucial in ergonomic chairs. A modular approach to chair design allows ergoCentric to fit 
virtually every employee with a comfortable and productive seating solution. With our large selection of always in-stock 
optional components and our willingness to modify any of our components, we can accommodate even hard to fit people, 
at no extra cost, and still within our usual shipping time of 1-10 days. Modularity also makes it easy and inexpensive to 
repair or reconfigure chairs to suit changing needs and new employees.

Modularity

At ergoCentric Seating Systems, our mission has always been to design and manufacture the best ergonomic chairs in the 
world. Rather than diversify into other product lines, we have chosen to stay focused on ergonomic chairs.

We are an ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 company and the first company to have its chairs recognized by the Canadian 
Physiotherapy Association. All of the seating systems detailed in the following pages are made using the highest quality 
materials and workmanship, with an attention to detail only a specialist can manage. All of our chairs comply with sound 
ergonomic principles and have firm lumbar support built into the structure of the backrest, not just the foam. Before turning 
the pages, we think it's important that you understand why we make our chairs the way we do.

Employee turnover, the many job functions and the fact that the workforce is becoming more diverse each year makes it 
essential that ergonomic chairs are fully adjustable so they can be customized to suit each individual and their changing 
needs. Full adjustability is also important to provide the variation of postures that are so important to the human body. 

At ergoCentric we have always taken end user training and instruction seriously because we believe ergonomic chairs 
are of little value if they don't get adjusted. As a result, we strive to design our chairs to be easy to adjust. From design to 
installation, we have always done, and will continue to do, everything we can to make adjustability understood. 

The following are a few of the steps we have taken to make adjustability understood:

geometric shaped adjustment paddles • 

instruction icons are easily visible • 

instruction booklets are included with each chair• 

our local dealers understand the value of end user training and include this service at no extra charge• 

we provide a free educational video, entitled "The Anatomy and Biochemistry of the Human Body in the Seated • 
Posture" to help people understand the stresses caused to the body by the seated posture and how to reduce those 
stresses

our Interactive Instruction Guide is available on CD free of charge• 

Adjustability Understood

Quality, Function, Price, Service, Aesthetics and Education

ergoCentric believes that quality, ergonomic function, fair prices, excellent service and great looking chairs are the price 
of admission in today's hyper-competitive market. Providing the right chair for 100% of your workforce and making sure 
they know how to use it is how we intend to earn your business.

+

= 100% fit

Full Adjustability



The Evolution Continues
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ergo-Innovations

The benefits of ergonomic office chairs are lost 
if they are not adjusted properly. And office 
workers cannot adjust their chairs if they don't 
know how. ergoCentric's geometric shaped 
adjustment paddles and instruction icons are 
the solution to this problem. With this patented 
system, the chair user can recognize the 
function of each paddle by feeling its shape, 
identified by the instruction icons easily visible 
on a plate located on the side of the seat. These 
icons remind the user to adjust the chair and 
make chair adjustments easily understood.

Adjustability Understood increases comfort, 
health and productivity.

geoCentric MB SG OTATA

Patent Pending
Adjustable Headrest

Patented
Back Height and 

Air Lumbar Systems
Patent Pending
Swivel Arms

ergoCentric’s adjustable headrest 
has three pivot points to provide a 
full range of adjustability so it can be 
adjusted to exactly where it is needed 
or pushed back out of the way.

The headrest adjusts seven inches both 
vertically and horizontally and also 
pivots. The mechanism is a durable cast 
aluminum design. Patented dampers 
in each joint are used to maintain the 
same tension and allow the head rest 
to be continually adjusted without ever 
loosening or losing its position.

The patented back height adjustment system allows 
for five inches of infinite back height adjustment 
and is spring loaded. To adjust the backrest, simply 
push the easy to reach paddle back away from the 
seat to unlock and pull it toward the seat to lock. 
This system is standard on all ergoCentric chairs.

The optional air lumbar is activated using a pump 
attached to the back height adjustment paddle. The 
unique position of this paddle makes it easy to reach 
and operate. Air lumbar is available on any chair 
with a patented back height adjustment system.

Our swivel arms provide 360 degrees 
of rotation and full forearm support 
for all keyboard and mouse tasks. A 
patented damper is used to allow the 
arm to rotate to any desired position 
without ever becoming loose. No 
matter how frequent the movement, 
the damper will continue to hold the 
arm pad’s position. Swivel arms are 
available on all ergoCentric chairs. 

Seat Depth



iCentric Series
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The iCentric series is a full line of ergonomic chairs for 
task, multi task, management, executive and guest use. 
The wide upper back gives full shoulder support while 
the thinner lower back provides easy arm movement.

Available in Synchro, Multi Tilt, Knee Tilt and Synchro 
Glide models.

High Back

Mid Back

High Back with
Adjustable Headrest



iCentric Guest/Stacker Series
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The iCentric Stacker Series' chairs are designed with 
attention to detail and portray simple elegance. Four 
legged stackers can be converted to sled and vise versa. 
Chairs stack six high, or ten when using the stacker cart.

Stacker with Arms

Sled Sled with Arms

Stacker Stacker with Casters

Stacker Cart

Stacks up to 10 with cart



eCentric Series
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The eCentric Series is a full line of ergonomic chairs for 
task, multi task, executive and guest use. The molded 
back foam provides excellent lateral as well as lumbar 
support.

These chairs are rugged and classic in style. Available in 
Multi Tilt and Knee Tilt models.

Mid Back 

High Back 

High Back with 
Adjustable Headrest



eCentric 24 Hour and Plus Size Series 
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High Back 

Mid Back 

High Back 
with Adjustable Headrest

The eCentric Task Intensive/24 Hour chairs are extremely 
well built to withstand the intensive use of multi-shift 
environments. The unique movement of the mechanism 
is ideal for call centers and control rooms.

The Plus size chairs are specifically built for larger users 
from the ground up. The casters are heavy duty, the 
Hercules base has a steel insert in the hub, the gas lift is an 
extra gauge/high compression design and eight millimeter 
scotch gripped bolts and steel t-nuts are used to affix the 
heavy duty mechanism to the eight-ply hardwood seat 
pan. The seat and back cushions are made from the 
highest quality molded polyurethane foam.



geoCentric Series
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Our most popular series, the geoCentric provides 
comfortable ergonomic support for both dedicated and 
multiple office tasks. geoCentric chairs come standard 
with seat depth adjustment and ergoCentric’s patented 
and easy-to-use 5 inch range back height adjustment 
system. Available in mid back, high back and extra high 
back options.

Adjustment models include Dedicated Task, Synchro, 
Multi Tilt, Knee Tilt and Synchro Glide.

Extra High BackHigh Back

Mid Back

High Back with
Adjustable Headrest
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geoCentric Stacker Series

Sled Sled with Arms

Stacker Stacker with Casters

Stacker Cart

Stacker with Arms

Stacks up to 10 with cart

The geoCentric Guest/Stacker series provides a 
comfortable solution for short term use and guest seating. 
Chairs can stack six high or ten when using the stacker 
cart. Modular options include stacker and sled base with 
or without arms. Stacker chairs are available with or 
without casters



Saffron Series
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Saffron I Saffron I Footring

Saffron II

With the same commitment to using the highest quality 
materials as our other chair lines, the Saffron series offers 
a cost-effective and comfortable solution for ergonomic 
task seating. The Saffron has up to 4 inches of back height 
adjustment and is the first chair to be recognized by the 
Canadian Physiotherapy Association.

Available in Apt, Dedicated Task and Multi Tilt models.

Saffron III



Arm Options
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360o

ergoCentric has a full line of arms and arm caps offering over 50 modular versions available on every chair in this catalogue. 
The arms and/or arm caps can be easily and inexpensively reconfigured to accommodate changes in job functions, employees 
and physical needs.

T-Arm Trigger Adjustable 
T-Arm

Swing Away Adjustable 
T-Arm

4" Adjustable T-Arm

Extending Swivel Arm Swivel Arm Trigger Adjustable 
Swivel Arm

Plus Arm

Pivot Arm Trigger Adjustable 
Pivot Arm

Loop Arm Adjustable Loop Arm

Onboard User Guide Oval Tube Adjustable 
T-Arm
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Phone: 1-866-GET ERGOTM  (438-3746)
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